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1 Overview 

For general information on API concepts and for further information not covered by this manual, please consult 
the REST API documentation provided by AMS. 

The REST API URL is defined in the MDM-Configuration.json, e.g. BASE looks like http://localhost:8081/api/v1/ 

2 Authentication 

In order to interact with the API, the client must first authenticate. Authentication is based on a session ID that 
is obtained by providing username and password to the API. The session ID is returned on successful 
authentication and has to be sent using the HTTP Authentication header in subsequent requests. 

fetch(BASE + 'auth/login', { 

    method: 'POST', 

    body: JSON.stringify({ 

        username: 'MaDaM_DemoAdmin', 

        password: 'password' 

    }) 

}) 

    .then(response => { 

        var sessionId = response.json().sessionId; 

        // keep session ID for further requests 

    }); 

 

The result will be an object containing the generated session ID and further authorization information. The 
session ID has to be put to the HTTP Authorization header of all subsequent requests. 

3 Searching for documents 

The search API is based on the notion of documents, which are used to index metadata of measurement data 
and related entities such as engineers or laboratories. Documents consist of named fields along with their values. 
Their schema is determined by the model type they are assigned to. Documents own an ID to uniquely identify 
them amongst other documents of the same model type. 

All search queries operate on documents of a given model type as well as their associated documents, i.e. 
documents that are referenced from any of the root document’s fields. 

3.1 Empty search 

The empty search is a search without restrictions in terms of indexed document properties. The result is only 
restricted by a limit and an optional ordering. 

fetch(BASE + 'search/search', { 

    method: 'POST', 

    headers: {'Authorization': 'Session ' + sessionId}, 

    body: JSON.stringify({ 

        type: 'Test' 

    }) 

}) 

    .then(response => { 

        var documentGraph = response.json().documentGraph; 

        // work with the document graph 

    }); 
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This query will result in a response like 

 

In a nutshell, the response includes references to the found documents, the applied limit and an offset to provide 
to the next request in order to fetch more results. 

3.1.1 Document graph 

The document graph is a data structure holding references to documents (DocumentRef - i.e. their model type 
names and document IDs) optionally along with the documents they are pointing at. The structure is meant to 
reduce the size of transmitted data when documents are referenced from multiple places (e.g. fields of 
documents) by including each document only once. 
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The documents are contained in a structure first categorizing them by model type and eventually by ID. Each 
document carries its fields, which again may point to one or more other documents in this structure. 

3.1.2 Limit and ordering 

Additional to the target model type, a limit and an ordering can be given in the search request. 

fetch(BASE + 'search/search', { 

    method: 'POST', 

    headers: {'Authorization': 'Session ' + sessionId}, 

    body: JSON.stringify({ 

        type: 'Test', 

        limit: 2, 

        orders: [{path: "Name", ascending: true}] 

    }) 

}) 

 

The orders attribute is a list of order objects, each describing which model field (or path in nested structures) is 
to be used for sorting. The ascending flag describes the direction of the ordering. Sorting by the name of a Test’s 
weather station is an example of a nested ordering: 

 

fetch(BASE + 'search/search', { 

    method: 'POST', 

    headers: {'Authorization': 'Session ' + sessionId}, 

    body: JSON.stringify({ 

        type: 'Test', 

        limit: 2, 
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        orders: [{path: "Station.Name", ascending: false}] 

    }) 

}) 

 

3.1.3 DocumentGraph expansion 

 

Expansion is the process of dynamically adding information to documents in the document graph or to the graph 
itself, based on expansion options. 

fetch(BASE + 'search/search', { 

    method: 'POST', 

    headers: {'Authorization': 'Session ' + sessionId}, 

    body: JSON.stringify({ 

        type: 'Test', 

        expansionOptions: { 

            base: { 

                type: 'all', 

                recursionDepth: 1, 

                includeTopLevelFields: true, 

                includeRescursiveFields: true 

            } 

        } 

    }) 

}) 

 

In future there could be very sophisticated expansionOptions providing fine-grained control over the dimensions 
of the returned document graph. At the moment however, there is only the expansionOption “base” that covers 
the currently most common use cases. “Base” supports the following settings: 

 

Setting Datatype Values and effect 

includeRecursiveFields boolean If true, document fields of type Reference/ReferenceList that hold 
documentRefs (I.e. fields referencing other documents) are also 
visited during expansion 

type string “all” – all fields of type Reference/ReferenceList are visited; “nested” 
- only fields marked as being “nested” according to the data model 
are visited 

recursionDepth integer Describes how many levels of reference fields should be visited. 0 
means that no expansion of reference fields takes place. 

includeTopLevelFields Boolean If true, top-level fields are included. Otherwise only documentRefs 
are included in the document graph 
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3.2 Full-text search 

Full-text search finds documents containing the given text in one or more of its fields or in the fields of associated 
documents. 

 

fetch(BASE + 'search/search', { 

    method: 'POST', 

    headers: {'Authorization': 'Session ' + sessionId}, 

    body: JSON.stringify({ 

        type: 'Test', 

        queryString: 'MDF' 

    }) 

}) 

 

This request will return a document graph including documentRefs to all results containing the term “MDF” 
somewhere in their fields. 

 

3.3 Structured search 

 

Structured search allows for providing field values that must match in order to add a document to the result. 

 

fetch(BASE + 'search/search', { 

    method: 'POST', 

    headers: {'Authorization': 'Session ' + sessionId}, 

    body: JSON.stringify({ 

        type: 'Test', 

        queryString: 'Station.Name = Aachen-Orsbach' 

    }) 

}) 

 

 

The queryString request attribute can be used to specify a query according to the MaDaM search query language 
(please refer to the query language reference inside of the MaDaM frontend). 

 


